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1. INTR~DLJCTI~N 
Here we deal with an aspect of the topological classification problem of 
germs of vector fields at a singularity. Let X be a germ of a C-vector field 
at a singular point which we take as being 0 E R”. Let k < r be the degree 
of the first non zero jet of X at 0 E R”. Then X can be expressed near 0 E R” 
as 
X= X, + higher order terms. 
A natural question is the following: How does one find generic conditions 
under which X, determines the topological type of X? Although this 
problem is local its solution must necessarily involve considerations of a 
global nature. Indeed, the blow up of 0 E R” defined as the map 
t&S"-'xR+R" 
(P, r) k+ P . r; 
can be used to provide a new vector field X= ( l/rk--l)%, where 4*(z) = X. 
This vector field R is called the blow up of X at p and it is defined near 
the sphere S”-’ x (0) which is invariant. The trajectories of x outside 
S”- ’ x (0) are diffeomorphic by 4 to the trajectories of X outside 0~ R”. 
Thus xlsn-, x t01 appears as a natural ingredient of the problem. The 
simplest situation happens when RI s”-I x {,,l is a Morse-Smale vector field. 
Under this condition it was proved in [B, D, S] that X and X, have the 
same topological type provided that n = 3. For n > 3 this question is still 
open. (Related with this subject we can also mention [S, C2, UBG] ). 
Let X’(R”, k, 0) be the space of germs of C’-vector fields endowed with the 
C’-topology. Here we prove the following. 
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THEOREM. For an open and dense subset of vector fields XE Tr(R3, k, 0) 
we have that Xk 1 so x {,,) is a Morse-Smale vector field. 
This provides a definite answer to the above problem in dimension three. 
We also remark that perturbations are done in the space of 
homogeneous vector fields of degree k, while we want to break saddle con- 
nections and obtain hyperbolic periodic orbits of xIs2, {,,); so in this case 
the admissible perturbations are contained in a subset of the set of polyno- 
mial vector fields of degree k + 1, where the usual perturbation by rotation 
of XI s2, {,,) is not allowed. 
In [Cl], the above theorem is proved for k = 2, using strongly the fact 
that orbits of Xz 1 sz x {,,) are convex. Unfortunately, this property does not 
persist if k 2 3. In Section 2 a new method is introduced which may be of 
independent interest for polynomial vector fields. We are grateful to 
A. Lins, R. Roussarie, F. Takens, and D. Shafer, for helpful discussions. 
An equivalent version of the above theorem is the following: 
THEOREM. Any homogeneous polynomial vector field Q, of degree k > 2 
in R3, can be approximated by a vector field Q’, homogeneous of degree k, 
inducing in S2 a Morse-Smale vector field Q’ 1 so x (0). 
If Q is homogeneous, its tangential component in points of S2 is equal 
too1 2 ; so instead of Q 1 s2 x 1O), we will use the notation QT. 
TheS Twi’ most important steps in the proof of this theorem are the 
following: 
(1) Breaking saddle connections of QT. 
(2) Making all periodic orbits of Q, hyperbolic. 
2. BREAKING SADDLE CONNECTIONS OF QT 
For the polynomial vector fields that appear in this work, we will use the 
topology of the coefficients, i.e., two polynomial vector fields are close if 
their coefficients are close. 
By using the same technique as in [Cl] we can approximate any 
homogeneous vector field of degree k by another such that all its 
singularities in the blow up are hyperbolic. So, we assume from now on 
that Q = (Qi, Q2, Q,) is a homogeneous vector field of degree k, such that 
all singularities of QT are hyperbolic. 
THEOREM 1. The homogeneous vector field Q may be approximated by a 
homogeneous vector field Q’ of the same degree such that Qk has no saddle 
connections. 
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We divide the proof in two cases: 
(a) Saddle connections are contained in one hemisphere. 
(b) The general case. 
Case (a): Suppose that Qr has a Saddle Connection Contained in One 
Hemisphere 
The vector field QT, by the central projection map, induces in the plane 
z = 1, the vector field WQ, 
W&x, Y) = (Q,k Y, 1) - xQ,(x, Y, 1 L Q,k Y> 1) - YQ& Y, 1)) 
which in general is a non homogeneous vector field of degree k + 1. So in 
this case the problem is reduced to breaking saddle connections of We. 
The proof of Case (a) of Theorem 1 follows from Proposition l-3 below. 
Lemma 1 is used to prove Proposition 1, Lemmas 2-4 to prove Proposi- 
tion 2, and Lemma 5 to prove Proposition 3. All five lemmas use an 
analytic continuation principle also given below. 
The following result, is well known, for planar vector fields [GH]: Con- 
sider the set 9Y(R*) of planar vector fields; take P = (P,, P2) E Xr(R2) with 
a saddle connection y between p and q. 
LEMMA 1. Zf the integral along y, Z = jym exp(-f: div P ds) . 
det [ ;! 21 ds is nonzero, then P + EP’, P’ = (Pi, Pi) E ?Z"^'(R*), E #0 small, 
has ni saddle connection in a neighborhood of y. 
Remark. The above integral Z, is called the Melnikov integral of P 
along y. 
First, let us study the case of a saddle connection y between distinct 
saddle points p and q. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let y(s) be a parametrization of the separatrix of W, 
between the saddle points p and q, where p = a lim y(s), q = o lim y(s). If 
div W,(p) < 0, div W,(q) > 0, then the vector field Wa + E( - 8 div W,/ay, 
8 div W,/ax), has no saddle connection in a neighborhood of y(s), for E # 0 
small enough. 
Before we start the proof, we remark that, among the admissible pertur- 
bations of a homogeneous vector field of degree k, we have (PI, P,, 0), 
where P,, P,, are homogeneous polynomials of degree k in three variables; 
its projection (P,, P2) in the plane z = 1, has degree at most k. So any 
polynomial vector field of degree at most k in the variables (x, y) E R* can 
be used as a perturbation of the form W&x, y) = (QI(x, y, 1)-xQ,(x, y, l), 
Q2(x, Y, 1) - YQ& Y, 111, where Q(x, Y, 2) = (Ql, Q,, Qd(x, Y, z) is a 
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homogeneous vector field of degree k. As ( - 8 div W,/dy, 8 div W,/ax) is 
a polynomial vector field of degree at most (k - l), by the above remark 
there is a homogeneous vector field 0, of degree k, such that WQ = W, + 
E( - a div w,/ay, a div w&x). 
Proof of Proposition 1. By Lemma 1, we just have to compute the 
integral I, 
W:! 
a div W, 
ay 
w ‘e 
a div WQ 
ax 1 ds, r(s) 
where W, = (Wh, Wi). 
d div We) Ircsj, 
and, integrating by parts 
I=exp( -j:div W,ds).div W,l?, 
+ fin (div W,)’ exp 
-‘x 
-Ji div WQ) ds. 
Using that div We(q) > 0, then lim, _ o. exp( -IS, div W, ds) div We(s) = 0; 
also if div W,(p) < 0, then lim, _ --oo exp( -fS, div W, ds) div W,(s) = 0. 
So, we have that I> 0. 1 
As these hypotheses are essential to prove that I# 0, we cannot use 
Lemma 1 for the remaining cases, i.e., if we have 
div W,(p)>0 and div WQ(q) > 0, 
or 
div W,(p) < 0 and div We(q) < 0, 
or 
div W,(p) > 0 and div We(q) < 0. 
We use the following principle in order to break saddle connections in 
the three cases above. 
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Principle of Analytic Continuation. Consider the space Yj of polynomial 
vector fields in the variable (x, JJ)ER’ of the form (P, + xP, P, + yP), 
where PI, P,, P are polynomials of degree k. Let I,, A’,, be two vector 
fields in Pk. Consider the analytic path a(t) in 9j, 
such that 
and for any t E [a, b], a(t) has a saddle connection yt between the hyper- 
bolic saddle points p,, q,. We also suppose that C is a cross section of a(t), 
such that C intersects y, at a unique point (Figs. 1 and 2). 
Take V/c Pk, a neighborhood of cl(t), such that if XE V, then X has two 
hyperbolic saddle points. Define ZqX as the intersection of the separatrix 
through qx with C and Z,, the intersection of the separatrix through px 
with ,E (Fig. 
Define 
2). 
d: V+R 
x+ lZpx - Z&. 
1 
FIGURE 1 
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The fact that d is an analytic function implies that, if we can break saddle 
connections near X,, then we can break saddle connections near X,. We 
will use this principle to break the remaining saddle connections of We. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let y(s) be a parametrization of the separatrix of W, 
between the saddle points p, q where p = o! lim y(s), q = o lim y(s). We also 
suppose We satisfies one of the following situations: 
(a) div W,(p)>0 and div W&q)>0 
(b) div W,(p) < 0 and div We(q) < 0 
(c) div W,(p) > 0 and div We(q) < 0. Then there is a homogeneous 
vector field Q’ close to Q such that WgZ has no saddle connection in a 
neighborhood of y(s). 
Proof: Let us suppose we have div W,(p) > 0 and div We(q) 5 0. In 
the other cases we proceed analogously. Changing coordinates, we can 
suppose that, p = (- LO), q = (0,O). Let D W,(p) = [“, i], where by 
hypothesis A + D >O, AD - BC<O. Define a one parameter family of 
planar vector fields, 
u(t)= W,+t.xy(B-C,A+D), 0 < t < 1 + E, E > 0, E small. 
We can observe that, 
(i) p and q are singularities of a(t), Vt E [0, 1 + E] 
(ii) Da(t)(q) = DWe(q), so the divergence of a(t) and the eigen- 
values of c1( t) are the same for all t E [0, 1 + E] at the point q 
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(iii) Da(t)(p)=DWo(p)+t[g $tDJ]= [“, i::{:;g’,]. So, diva(t)(p) 
= (1 - t)(A + D), Vt, 0 < t d 1 + E and det Da(t)(p) = (1 - t)(AD - BC) - 
t(A2 + C2) < 0, Vt E [O, 1 + E]. 
We have that p is always a hyperbolic saddle point, and at t = 1 + E, 
div a(t)(p) < 0; this implies that the vectorlield a( 1 + E), is in the situation 
of Proposition 1; so if c1( 1+ E) has a saddle connection y1 + E, between p and 
q, by Proposition 1 we can break this saddle connection. By the Principle 
of Analytic Continuation, the saddle connection of a(O) = W, is broken, 
provided that the saddle connection yI between p and q persists along the 
path a(t), t E [0, 1 + E]. Suppose, however, that the saddle connection 
between p and q does not persist along a(t), 0 d t d 1 + E. Without loss of 
generality, it may be assumed that the connection between p and q does 
exist for all 1, 0 < t < t,, where 0 < to 6 1, but that there is no saddle 
connection between p and q for a(t,,). By continuity and the Poincare- 
Bendixson Theorem, there are only three possibilities for a(t,). Lem- 
mas 224 address the three cases. In each case it is shown that for t’ close 
enough to to, 0 < t’ < t,, the saddle connection between p and q in a(t’) can 
be broken. Hence, the saddle connection of a(0) can be broken and 
Proposition 2 is proved. 
LEMMA 2. Consider a(t), 0 < t < t, < 1, an analytic path in Pk. For any 
t E [0, to) we suppose that, a(t) has two hyperbolic saddle points, pr, q, 
connected by the separatrix y,(s); for t = t, we suppose that a( to) has 
FIGURE 3 
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three hyperbolic saddle points pro, qtO, r$, where pt,,, rt,, are connected by 
the separatrix yIt,,(s) and rto, qro by the separatrix yzt,,(s) (Fig. 3). Then, 
sufficiently close to a(t’), t’ E (0, to), 1 t’ - t,l < 6, 6 small enough, there is a 
vector field X without saddle connection between the saddle points pX and qx, 
where pX is close to p,, and qX is close to qtS. 
ProoJ Let V be a neighborhood of a(t), in Pk. By contradiction, let us 
suppose that if XE V, then X has a saddle connection between the saddle 
points pX, qX, where pX is close to pt,, and qX is close to ql,, for some 
t’ E [0, to). This implies that for any admissible perturbation, the Melnikov 
Integral Za(t) = 0, Vt, t E [0, to). As r,,, is an hyperbolic saddle point of a(t,), 
we can choose a convenient neighborhood U of rrO such that if yt n U # 0, 
FIGURE 5 
505/97/2-a 
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t E (0, to), then there is a unique point y,(O) where y,(s) enters U and a 
unique point y,(A,) where y,(s) leaves U (Figs. 4 and 5). It is easy to see 
that lim,,, A, + 03. 
Suppose that div cr(t,)(r,) > 0. We consider the Melnikov integral as the 
sum. 
Ia = 11, + z2r + 13, 
where 
I,, = Jo exp ( -SS div a(t) ds d(div a( t))l r,Csj ds 
-Cc 0 > 
div a(t) ds ) d(div a( t))l y,Csj dr 
div a(t) ds ) d(div a( t))l yrCsJ dr. 
If lim , + f,, Z2, -, 00 then lim, + !,, Za( t) + 00 because I,, and Z3r are bounded. 
If lim I--t 10 I,, is bounded, we consider the opposite path -a(t), where 
Ta( t) = Z( -a(t)) is the Melnikov integral of the vector field -a(t) along the 
correspondent separatrix 7, (s). 
As before we consider 
rzt is bounded because by hypothesis Zzr is bounded; we also have that 7,, 
is bounded. 
A change of coordinates gives us that 
div( -a(t)) ds 
ddiv( -a(t))l,-,(,, ds. 
Without loss of generality we can suppose that 
fornexp(-Jb’ ) div(-a(t))ds (ddiv(-a(t)))l,,,,,ds#O, 
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and as div( -cr(t)( -rJ) < 0 we have that lim,, ,0 F3, + co, which implies 
lim f _ r0 ?; + co. This contradicts the earlier claim that Za( t) = 0. Hence, the 
supposition that every XE V has a saddle connection is false, and the con- 
nection can be broken for cr(t’), t’ near t,, so there is t’ E [0, to) such that 
Za( t’) # 0. 1 
Remark. If we have the case divor(t,)(r,)=O, where div a(t)(y,(s))l,, 
assumes positive and negative values, we choose the path a(t) such that for 
t < t, the divergence of a(t) at r1 is positive and we proceed as above. 
LEMMA 3. Consider a(t), 0 < t < to < 1, an analytic path in 9$. For any 
TV [0, to) we suppose that a(t) has two hyperbolic saddle points, p,, ql, 
connected by the separatrix y,(s); for t = t,,, we suppose that a(t,,) has 
two hyperbolic saddle points pt,,, qrO, and a saddle-node rl,,, where p*,,, rr,, are 
connected by yt,$s) and rto, qro by the separatrix yzzO(s) (Fig. 6). Then, 
sufficiently close to a(t’), t’ E (0, to), 1 t’ - tOJ < 6, 6 small enough, there is a 
vector field X, without saddle connection between the saddle points pX and 
qX, where px is close to pt,, and qX is close to q,,. 
ProojI Let V be a neighborhood of a(t) in ,c!$. As in Lemma 2, let us 
suppose that if XE I’, then X has a saddle connection between the saddle 
points pX, qX, where px is close to pt,, and qX is close to ql,, for some 
t’ E [0, to). This means that for any admissible perturbation, la(t) = 0, 
Vt, t E [0, to), or, in other words, that there is a neighborhood U of the 
singularity rto such that IZa(t)l UI < E, Vt, t E [0, to). 
FIGURE 6 
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The vector field cr(to)l U is equivalent to, 
i=x2 
j=.Y(l +dx, Y)) 
do, 0) = 0 
rp(x, y)=a,x+b,y+a2x2+b2y2+c2xy+ ... . 
Taking appropriate initial values, we have that 
~l=~lt,nU={(-s-‘,O),u<s<co} 
y2=yzlo”u= {(-s-‘,O), -co<s<b} 
and 
div4t,)l,,=2x+l+cp(~,O)=-2s-~+l+ 1 a,(-.~-’ 
it1 
(see Fig. 7). Hence, 
- s divcr(t,)l,,ds=logs2-s+a, log IsI - 1 (-l)js; 
i>2 
‘diva(to)ds)~Yz=r”exp( --s+a, log IsI -z2 (-1)‘s); 
d(diva(to)~,,=(2+rp,)dx=(2+a,+2a2x+ . ..)dx 
=((~+u,)(s)-~+~~~(--s)-~+%z~(-s)~~ 
+4a,(-s)-‘+ . ..)ds 
(see Fig. 8). 
Substituting all the above calculations, the Melnikov Integral becomes, 
~a(~oNyz = Jb -cc 6’ ew ( 
--s+a, log Is/ - 1 (-l)iS 
i>2 > 
.((2+u,)(s)-2+2u2(-s)-3 
+~u,(-.Y-~+~u~(-s)-~+ . ..)ds. 
It is easy to see that when s + -co then the integrand of the Melnikov 
Integral goes to co, which means that Za(t)l,, = co. 
Analogous calculations show us that IZa(t,)l Iy, < M. So there is 
t’ E [O, to) such that Za( t’) # 0. 1 
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LEMMA 4. Consider a(t), 0 < t < t, < 1, an analytic path in Pk. For any 
t E [0, to) we suppose that a(t) has two hyperbolic saddle points p1 and ql, 
connected by the separatrix y,(s); for t = t, we suppose that a(&,) has two 
hyperbolic saddle points pt,,, qro, and a non hyperbolic closed orbit Ii/(s), 
where $(s) is the w limit set of the separatrix ylru through ptO, and $(s) is 
also the a limit set of the separatrix yzt,, through qrO (Fig. 9). Then sufficiently 
FIGURE 8 
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FIGURE 9 
close to a(f), t’ E (0, to), It’- t,l < 6, 6 small enough, there is a vector field 
X without saddle connection between the saddle points px and gx, where px 
is close to pI,, and gx is close to g,,. 
ProojI Let V be a neighborhood of a(t) in pk. By contradiction, let us 
suppose that if XE V, then X has a saddle connection between the saddle 
points px and gX, where px is close to ptC and gX is close to gte, for some 
t’ E [0, to). This implies that for any admissible perturbation, the Melnikov 
Integral Zcl(t) = 0, Vt E [0, to). In other words, we are claiming that there is 
a neighborhood U of I(I(s) such that IZa(t)l,, “1 <E, Vt, t E (0, to), E small 
enough. We can choose U conveniently such that if y,(s) n U # 4, t E (0, to), 
then there is a unique point ~,(O)E U where y,(s) enters U, and a 
unique point ~,(A,)E U where y,(s) leaves U. We have lim,,,,A,= 00 
and for each A,, t E (0, to), there is n(t) EN such that, [0, n(t) .z] G 
CO, -41 G CO, (n(t) + 1) .~l, where r is the period of t&s). As in 
Proposition 5, we have that the Melnikov Integral Zu(t,) 1 J/Csj = 
fGexp(-~~diva(t,)d~)ddiva(t,)l,>O, then if tE(O,t& lt-tt,l<6, 6 
small enough, lz<s<(1+l)r, O<Z<n(t)-1, 
Za(t) Iy,(s)nU,/r<s<(l+l)r= f 
(I+ 1)r 
exp - 
h ( 1 
’ div a(t) ds 
0 > 
d(div a(t)) > 0, 
and by the Mean Value Theorem, there is N(I, t) > 0 such that 
Za(t) Iy,(s)nu,ITds~(l+l)r =N(I, t)j-;+‘)‘ds=N(I, t).r. 
So if 0 d s < A,, t as above, the Melnikov Integral 
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Ia I 
>“f~1,“+1’7exp( -fidiva(t)ds).ddiva(t) 
,=o IT 
n(t) ~ 1 
= c N(Z, t)z>N(n(t)- l)r, 
I=0 
where N(1, t) > N> 0, Z, t as above. This implies that lim, _ 10 Za( t) 1 Y,(s) n U = 
N . lim n _ oo(n( t) - 1)~ = co, which contradicts the supposition that the 
Melnikov integral vanishes. The lemma is proved and Proposition 2 
follows. 1 
Suppose now, that W, has a self-saddle connection y at a point p; let 
div W,(p), be positive. Changing coordinates we have that 
w, = (2.x + A(4 Y), -KY + B(x, Y)), 
DWQ(P) = 
A 0 [ 1 0 -p ' I, /.l > 0, A -p > 0. 
Define the analytic path a(t) in .9$ 
a(t) = (Ax + 4x, Y), -(P + t) Y + W, Y)), O<t<A-p. 
Observe that, Vt E [0, n-p], p is a hyperbolic saddle point of a(t). 
As before, let V be a neighborhood of a(t) in $. Suppose that if XE V, 
then X has a self-saddle connection at px, where px is close to p,,, 
t’ E (0, A - p). 
LEMMA 5. There is E, O-C E < 2 -,u, such that the vector field 
a(2 - p - E) + 6(-k? div a(2 - p))ll$, ~3 div a(2 - p))/ax), has no saddle con- 
nection in a neighborhood of yI--II--E, 6 # 0 small enough. 
Proof By Lemma 1 we just have to compute the Melnikov Integral, 
along Y~-~-~, 
Ia(A-p-B)=SX_ exp (-Ji diva(A--p-s) ds~d(diva(A.-p)) 
> 
+sw div a(l - p) div a(2 - P-E) -cc 
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Using that div u(L - p -E)(P) > 0, then 
lim exp - 
( J 
‘diva(i-p--s) .diva(l-p)(s)=O. 
s-00 0 > 
As div ~$1 -p)(p) = 0, we apply the IHospital rule to calculate, 
lim exp - 
s-+--co ( J 
’ div ~(1 -P -E) d 
0 > 
div a@- PL) Iy1-p-6(s) 
= lim 
(d/ds) div a(L - p) exp( -fS, div a(n -p - E) ds 
s---m - div a(n - ,u - E) YI-p-e(s) 
Now, using that the Melnikov integral is convergent, 
and so, 
s-+--m 
divol(l-p)ly~-,,(~,=~=O. 
In order to finish the proof, we just have to show that the integral, 
s 
cc 
div cr(l- ,u) div(a(l - p - E) exp 
--a, (J 
- ‘diva(i-p) ds (*) 
0 > 
is non zero. 
Considering that the integral SEC0 div @(A- 11)” exp( -5: div a(!(n - p) cls 
is positive, then there is E > 0,O < E < ;1- 11, such that the above integral (*) 
is positive. This finishes the proof. 1 
PROPOSITION 3. Let y(s) be a parametrization of a self saddle connection 
of W, at p; if div W,(p) # 0, then there is a homogeneous vector field Q’, 
close enough to Q, such that We, has no saddle connection in a neighborhood 
of y(s), provided that div cr(l- p)l, f 0. 
Remark. Generically div u(t) lY f 0 (see Appendix). 
Proof: It follows immediately from the Principle of Analytic Continua- 
tion and Lemma 5. a 
We have just proved that if the saddle connection y of QT is entirely 
contained in one hemisphere, then sufftciently close to Q there is Q’ such 
that Q& has no saddle connection in a neighborhood of y. 
Case (b): The Saddle Connection y is Not Contained in One Hemisphere 
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PROPOSITION 4. The Melnikoo integral is independent of the local charts 
of s2. 
Proof: More generally, consider a vector field defined on a 2-manifold 
A4 such that in a local chart (U, (x, y)) it is defined by a differential form 
o = P dy - Q dx or equivalently as 
dx/ds = P 
dyfds = Q. 
(1) 
Let y(s) be a saddle connection of the vector field (1) such that y(s) E U 
for a < s < b, a < b. Consider the Melnikov integral of (P, Q) along y(s) 
between the points r(a), y(b) in this local chart, 
l=jbexp( -J’( ) P,+QY)ds (Pdy-Ddx), 
a a 
where the vector field 
dxldt = p 
dy/dt = 0 
is a small perturbation of (1). 
If P f 0, Q f 0 along y(s), 0 <s < b, then ds = dx/P = dy/Q. 
Substituting in the integral, we have 
I=labexp( -j:(P,+QY)$) (Pdy-&dx). 
Now let us make a change of coordinates cp in a neighborhood of 
y(s) c M2. If necessary, we multiply the new differential form cp*o by a 
function h, h(y(a)) = 1, in order to avoid the possible poles. So we have 
o*=h(q*o)=(hq-‘q+(cp*o) 
=q*(hq-‘)q*co=q*(hocp+o). 
So hq-‘w=fo=fPdy-fQdx, withf=hq-‘. 
The Melnikov Integral in the new coordinates is 
Zp=Jab[exp-( ((fPL+ (fQ),J$] (f~dy-f&W 
.f(B dy - D dx); 
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substituting dx/P by dy/Q, 
I,=jb[exp- j”( (P,+Q,,)$+$dx+$dy)] f(Pdy-edx) 
= j’[rxp-j’(Px+QJ$+3]f(k$-edr) 
n a 
= jab[exp- j: (Px+Qy)$] Cexp-(logfl”,)l.f(~dy-i!dx) 
(P, + Q,) $) .fv(r(s))(P dy - c? dx) 
=fv(y(a)) j” exp ( - j’ ( 
a a 
PX+QY)$ (pdy-odx). 
> 
Then Z, = h(y(a)) .I= I. 
Proof of Theorem 1, in Case (b). This proof follows from Proposi- 
tions 1,2, 3,4; let us consider a saddle connection y(s) of QT between the 
saddle points p and q; we consider the coordinate systems, given by the 
central projection /I and by the stereographic projection 7r. 
By Proposition 4, we just have to prove that 
z(a)) = j_“, exp ( - j; div(rt*Q,)(P, dx - P, dy) 
> 
is different from zero, where (H,, P,) = rc& Q’ is some small perturbation 
of Q, and z(y) is the saddle connection of K&. 
Let us suppose we have the case of Fig. 10. Any other case is analogous. 
By Proposition 4, we have that 
Z(n(y)) = I, + z, + z3 + 14 + I,, 
where Ii, i= 1, . . . . 5 is the Melnikov integral restricted to B(yi), in central 
projection coordinates. We also suppose we have div /?*QT(fi(q) > 0 and 
div /?*QT(B(p)) CO. Note that in the plane z= 1, /?*Qr= W,. The techni- 
ques used in the proof of Proposition 1 can then be applied to show that 
the saddle connection between p and q can be broken. 
In the alternative cases concerning the divergence of /I*Q= we may 
proceed as in Proposition 2 after applying 71. The self saddle case may be 
treated similarly. In every case, Z(n(r)) is not zero, and a saddle connection 
can always be broken whether or not it lies in one hemisphere. This 
concludes the proof of Theorem 1. m 
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FIGURE 10 
3. CLOSED ORBITS 
Let us consider Q’, the vector field obtained in Theorem 1. Since a maxi- 
mal non trivial band of closed orbits must be bounded by a closed 
invariant graph (which must contain a saddle connection) and since Q’r 
has no such graphs, all closed orbits are isolated. 
THEOREM 2. Q’ may be approximated by Q” such that all closed orbits 
of Qg are hyperbolic. 
As before we divide the proof in two cases: 
(a) Closed orbits are contained in one hemisphere 
(b) The general case. 
Case (a). Suppose that Q; has a non hyperbolic closed orbit contained 
in one hemisphere; in this case the problem is reduced to making the closed 
orbits of W,, hyperbolic by a suitable perturbation. 
The following result is well known for planar vector fields [A]. Consider 
the set F(R2) of planar vector fields; take P= (PI, P2)~Xr(R2) with a 
closed orbit y. 
LEMMA 6. Zf the integral along y, 
div(P,, P2) ds) det [ii ii] ds, 
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is nonzero, where z is the period of y and P’ = (Pi, Pi) E ?P(R*), then 
P + EP’, E # 0 small enough, has no closed orbit, or, has at least one closed 
orbit in a neighborhood of y, which is hyperbolic. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let y(s) be a parametrization of a closed orbit of We,. 
Then the vector field We, + E( - a div WQf/ay, 8 div W,,/ax), E # 0 small 
enough, has no closed orbit, or, has at least one closed orbit in a 
neighborhood of y, which is hyperbolic, provided that div W,. ly(Sj f 0. 
Proof: By Lemma 6, we just have to compute the integral 2, 
I=j)v( -1: ) div W,, ds . d(div W,,) dsl,(,, 
=exp( -fidiv Wo.)d(div WQT)l;lylsl 
+ f7 (div We,)’ exp 
0 
(- pv WP)l,,.,dJ 
= /:(div Wo,)*exp(-[idiv W,.)ds>O. I 
Case (b). Zf y is not entirely contained in one hemisphere, we use 
Propositions 4, 5 to prove Theorem 2. 1 
4. APPENDIX 
Generically, div We lY f 0, where y is an orbit of We. 
Consider Pk+, = (p,(a/ax) + p,(a/ay), p,, p2 polynomials of degree 
k + 1, k > 2 in two real variables}, 
Sk = {(a + xqWP.4 + (q2 + yq)(WW, ql, q2, 4 polynomials of degree 
k, k>2} ,=%+I, 
J k+l = {(k + l)-jets of vector fields XE Sk, in a point (x, y)}. 
LEMMA 7. The set S$ = {[Xl E J3 such that (i) (div X), = 0, (ii) 
X(div X), = 0, (iii) X(X div X), = 0}, has codimension 2 3 in J3. 
Proof Let [A’] ES!. Generically we have that X(0) #O. So, without 
loss of generality we can suppose that X= X,(+3x,) + A’,(a/ax,), where 
X,(O) = 1, X,(O) = 0. Then 
(i) (div x), = (ax,/ax, + ax,/ax,), = 0 
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(ii) X(div X), = X,(O)(a/ax,)(div X), + X,(O)(8/8x,)(div X), = 
(a/ax,)(div X), = ((8X,/8x:) + (a’X,/ax, 8x2)),, = 0 
(iii) X(Xdiv X), = (8/8x,)(X,(8/8x,) div X + X2(8/8x2) div X), = 
(aX,/ax,)(O)(a/ax,)(div X), + X,(0)(8* div X/ax:), + (~X,/~X,)(O)(C?/~X,) 
(div X), + X2(0)(a2(div X)0/8x, 13x,) = (&X,/ax,)(O) a/ax,(div X), + 
8*(div X),/ax: + (aX,/ax,)(O)(a(div X),/ax,) = 0; the conditions (i), (ii), 
(iii) are independent. So d has codimension at least 3 in J3. 
Now, we consider the following maps: 
S,xR*- Jk+‘xR2L J3xR2 
tx, (x3 Y)) - (Lx,+ 11, txv Y)) - (cx31, tx, Y)). 
Define, d’= (PO cp)-’ (.&) c Sk x R*; as po(p is onto, then d’ has 
codimension at least three in Sk x R. 
Now consider the map rr, 
&‘cSkxR2~ Sk. 
If cod d’ 2 3 then cod(nd’) 2 1 in Sk. We just have proved the following 
lemma: 
LEMMA 8. The set Sk-I$J~‘) is residual in Sk. 
Finally we have the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 6. Generically in the set Sk, we have that div XI, f 0, 
XE Sk, y is a non singular orbit of X. 
Proof: Let us prove that if there is XE Sk, such that div X( y E 0 then 
[X] E d. As y is a non singular orbit of X, through the point (0, 0), we can 
suppose that 
x=x&+x,$, where X,(O) = 1, X,(O) = 0. 
1 2 
Putting f(xr , x2) = div X, we have immediately that 
(x1,xdER21f(xl, x,)=0,fx2#0,2= -L . 
1 fx* 
But, at the point (0,O) we have 
dx, 
dx 1 x,=0 
=X,(O)= -+o~f;,I,,=,=o. 
x2 
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By hypothesis, we have that, div XI y = 0, so (div X), = 0 and X satisfies 
trivially the condition (i) of J&‘. 
X(div X), = X,(O)(~fl~?x,) +X,(O)(@,XLx,) = 0 and X satisfies condition 
(ii) of d. 
Finally, 
X(XdivX)~,=X,(O)&(XdivX)I,+X,(O)~(XdivX)I, 
1 2 
= T& Wlfx, + X2fxJ lo = $ .fx, + Xl(O) fx,x, 
1 1 
+~f,,+x,(O)fx,x,= 
1 ( 
,,,,+~fx*). 
1 
But, in a neighborhood of zero, we have that X2 = - fx,/fx,, so, 
ax2 -= -fx,x,fx, +fx,fL= fx,x, 
ax1 UxJ2 fx, * 
Substituting X2 = - f,,/f,,, in the above expression, we have that 
and X satisfies the condition (iii) of d. This concludes the proof of 
Proposition 6. 
So generically in the proofs of Propositions 1,2, 3, 5, we can suppose 
that div W, 1 y f 0. 
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